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Torrossa Summer Update
New features for scholars, students and individuals
at www.torrossa.it, store.torrossa.it and all Torrossa®-related websites.
With this Summer's update of the Torrossa full text platform, our ever-growing collections currently
exceed 300,000 works from over 160 publishers. The site's brand new look, additional tools add
to the user experience, while access to the content becomes even easier.
Additional features to assist discovery of relevant content: sample pages for each work assist users
in discerning the material most pertinent to their research area.
Advanced searchability and accessibility through increased search functionalities: key word
searching is extended and new facets allow for further filtering of search results.
Improved navigation of content by publisher: institutional users will benefit from a personalised
catalogue, based on the content subscribed to by their library.
Augmented bibliographic information for journals: cross-referencing and links facilitate navigation
across journal titles that have been subject to changes in publisher, while all supplementary titles and
monographic titles assigned to journal issues are now included in the series information. Open access
works are more clearly marked as such in the bibliographic record.
Always at your fingertips: access to Torrossa content is now available for mobile devices that support
Adobe Reader (iPad, Kindle, Android tablets).
Extended compatibility for the export of citations: already compatible with EndNote and RefWorks,
your Torrossa User Workspace now supports export to Mendeley and Zotero, thereby offering greater
choice to researchers and scholars.
Personalised updates: improved RSS feeds mean that users can keep up to date with new titles
published in their areas of interest.
State-of-the-art infrastructure: the Casalini network and sister sites now provide an even wider range
of technological solutions for publishers and libraries alike, enabling the creation of catalogues that are
tailor-made to users' requirements.
Please send us your comments or requests for further information to torrossa@casalini.it.
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supply and library services that suit the individual needs of our customers around the world.
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